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Point and linear thermal bridging of the envelope connection system to the building 
 

Energy performance improvement of the buildings has recently received more attention in            
building regulations (Quinten & Feldheim, 2016). Addition of the thermal insulation layers to the              
enclosure system shown to have a significant impact on the one dimentional thermal conductance              
reduction . However, increasing the amount of insulation layer while ignoring the thermal bridging              
effect, the heat loss problem will remain unchanged (Capozzoli, Gorrino, & Corrado, 2013). The              
thermal bridging effect occurs as a result of discontinuity of the enclosure and main building which                
happens through windows, exterior doors, building corners and edges, metal framing and            
connections. 

Metal framing is used as a supporting substrate to attach cladding or EIFS system to the frame                 
structure and connections are either non structural joins, which are applied to attach the cladding to                
the envelope, or structural joints, which mount envelope system to the building. Where the envelope               
and the building integrate, metal framing creates linear thermal bridging and connections, depending             
on their size, cause both point and linear thermal bridging. Besides the size and material of the                 
connection, the thermal bridge effect depends on the material properties of the envelope system such               
as thickness and thermal conductivity which should be considered for the heat loss analysis              
(Sadauskiene, 2015).  

In the proposed project thermal bridging effect of the point and linear connections of a typical                
envelope system attached to the main building will be studied. To achieve the goal, literature review                
of the methods employed by the other researchers to evaluate thermal bridging in wall and window                
connections will be performed, a simplified model will be developed for the evaluation, and the               
thermal bridging effect will be assessed through thermal simulation software. Furthermore,           
comparative analysis of the linear and point thermal bridging effect will be reported. The result of the                 
simulation will be compared to the other peer-reviewed studies. The result of this project will be used                 
as a preliminary study for more extended research on CLT-l panels connection system and a journal                
publication.  

 
 
 
 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?pFo94T
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?cjcZtJ

